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Original Novatex
*ML - Wide Mesh

Original Novatex® is an exclusive netwrap 
brand of Novatex. 25 reinforced chains, 
placed wider than the standard netwraps. 
The result is a strength superior to any other 
netwrap on the market. Choose the wide 
mesh of Original Novatex, choose strength.

The Brand Issues

More grip on fodder Stronger Chains Mesh with fewer knots Increased Efficiency
The weft has a larger angle (α) 
than conventional netwraps (β). 
For this reason *ML - Whide Mesh 
hooks up immediately, spreads 
better and guarantees improved 
tension. In this way, the greater the 
compression on the bail surface, 
the better the water resistance.

The chain is made of double 
threads, ensuring better resistance 
and more ability to withstand 
repetitive handling.
The chain is also thicker, to 
improve feed through the press.

Each knot is a critical point and 
the Novatex netwrap has half the 
number of knots with respect to 
standard netwraps.
It is therefore more resistant to 
breakage over time, even after 
repeated handling.

*ML - Wide Mesh hooks up more 
quickly to the compressed fodder 
and is tensioned immediately. 
Each centimetre of netwrap thus 
actively contributes to retaining 
the bale. The netwrap turns 
guarantee 100% action.

Those who try *ML - Wide Mesh technology never look 
back. 
Less use of netwrap. The cost of the netwrap is greater 
but less product is needed.
Cost effective. The cost per bale is very low, and does 
not justify use of a poor quality netwrap.
Safer and longer lasting.

LENGTH

3600 m

Features

Wide Mesh
Technology
*ML
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Roll Length 3600 m

Roll width 123 cm

Max roll diameter 28 cm

Guaranteed minimum strength 280 kg

Average strength 300 kg

Mesh type *ML - Wide Mesh

NOVATEX
NET

STANDARD
NET

ACTIVE NET

L R 70m Full Coverage 300 kg
UV


